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What You Need to Know Before Investing In Solar for Your Current Home
If you have been reading me for
I called an appraiser and asked
awhile, you know that I am a big
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appraising the home. Her answer
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hot water. And my real
from the appearance
estate office is the only
of the house, she
one I know of which
would subtract $5,000
satisfies its entire elecfrom the home’s
trical needs from solar
value. If it didn’t, she
PV panels.
would add $5,000 in
So it pains me to
value.
report that solar is, for
“That’s all?” I asked.
now, the worst invest“Why?” She explained
ment you can make for
that she couldn’t get a
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mortgage underwritLast Friday, I closed on the sale ers. The reason? Lack of compaof my latest solar-powered listing. rable sales. “To assign greater
It had a 2009 photovoltaic system value, you have to show previous
which cost $45,000, yet it sold for sales where such a system added
little or no more than it would have more value than that — and there
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even though the system saves the
Worse than that, my own sale,
homeowner $200 per month in
closed last Friday, is yet another
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comp proving, in effect, that a
How can that be, you ask? It has $45,000 PV system adds no value
to do with the appraisal process.
to a home! Pretty sad, isn’t it?
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